Setting a New Standard

Commitment to Students

Since 1982, DEPCO has been providing quality curriculum

We are passionate about education and our enthusiasm is

and equipment to school districts worldwide. DEPCO

projected through our products. Our mission is to enhance

understands that times have changed and we have entered

the learning environment by offering exclusive curriculums

into a new phase of education. We exist to challenge the

that take the intimidation and confusion out of learning

idea of a general education model that marches students

for both students and educators. DEPCO maintains an

through an increasingly uniform curriculum. DEPCO’s

innovative, student-driven focus using important concepts

unconventional approach revolutionizes education by

such as sensory integration, phonemic and print awareness,

changing the attitudes and traditional tactics of our

and much more. Learning retention is maximized through

predecessors.

incorporating hands-on activities that are not only
educational, but enjoyable.

Commitment to Teachers
DEPCO’s success is directly related to the teachers who
use our curriculum. Our unparalleled service, support,
and flexible learning environments ensure teachers
have all of the resources required to help students
reach their maximum potential.

Achieving success in literacy requires all of the adults in
a student’s world to work together. Using scientificallybased reading research, The Block Academy® offers
exciting products that unite all of the players in
a student’s world by helping to engage and to
accelerate learning in fun ways. We have your
complete learning solution!
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From a Parent’s Perspective
No matter how great or difficult your own childhood, you
want your child to have it better than you did. However,
if school was hard for you, the classroom setting may be
very intimidating. You may be awkward or unsure of how to
participate in your child’s learning.

From an Teacher’s Perspective
Your goal is to educate and nurture by spending time
knowing and loving each student. However, because of
the time intensive burden of creating activities, planning
lessons, meeting standards and executing assessments,
you barely have time to interact with the entire group, let
alone the time to deeply value each student individually.

From a Directors’s Perspective
student to explore, experiment, and develop skills in a
developmentally appropriate way. However, you are
responsible for standards and accreditation. You are
burdened with staff turnover, funding issues, and state and
parental expectations.

You just want to
play with blocks,
sing, listen to
stories, and pretend!
The last thing you want to do
is sit at a desk and work quietly.
You have an insatiable curiosity
and passion for life. However,
you are constantly
being watched and
assessed. You may
lose your zeal
for learning.
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You want your center to be the best: encouraging each

From a Student’s Perspective
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Burden free
Total content is provided for the teacher. Every activity,
procedure, and exercise is detailed for every hour of
every day, 6-8 hours of curriculum, which will:
• Reduce teacher preparation time and thus allow
teaching and bonding with each student.
• Provide continuity if a teacher is absent or resigns,
thus removing the burden from administration.
• Provide a flexible curriculum that can be used in
entirety or with chosen elements.

Learners
Learners of all types and styles are accommodated with
adaptations for special needs, multiple intelligence, and
diverse learning styles including:
• Tips for working with gifted, challenged, and English
language learners.
• Instruction based on all eight multiple intelligences
(word, logic, picture, music, body, nature, people, and
self) and all three modalities (visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic) to meet student needs.
• Balanced approach between realism and fantasy to
connect with all learners.

Comprehensive
The Block Academy® is truly comprehensive as it
incorporates:
• Science		

• Math

• Music			

• Physical activity

• Arts and crafts		

• Character development

• Snacks and recipes

• Weekly parent newsletter

Kid friendly
The Block Academy® is developmentally appropriate,
integrated, and engaging.
• Draws on manipulatives to teach literacy.
• All learning is interrelated to increase understanding
and retention for the students.
• Balances the need to be challenging and exciting,
allowing children to be children.
• Is attractive to students and reduces the
requirement for the teacher to whip up excitement
about learning.
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Optimized literacy research
Although many curriculums profess to meet criteria for
scientifically-based reading research (SBRR), they do
not follow SBRR best practices in teaching phonemic
awareness. They mix short vowel sounds with long
vowel sounds, and simple consonants with blends. Of
course, this confuses the student and complicates the
process of learning to read. For example:
• Inappropriate: /ă/ is for apple and /ī/ is for ice
cream.
• A ppropriate: /ă/ is for apple and /ĭ/ is for iguana.

Facilitates the developing brain in assembling pictures
of our environment at each moment in time using
information from all of our senses. Through MindBuild®,
The Block Academy® provides daily sensory integration
activities that will reach out to:
• Students with learning disabilities or autism who
have difficulties with sensory integration.
• All students by enhancing brain development and
ideally increasing potential and diminishing the
likelihood of learning disabilities.
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Sensory integration
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The

Block

Academy ®

early

childhood

curriculum concentrates on the scientifically

Elements of the Curriculum
•

Manipulatives

proven concept that students learn in an

•

Worksheets (optional)

assortment of ways by using all of their

•

6 to 8 hours of prepared activities/day

senses. The Block Academy

•

Research based

emotional

•

Embedded assessment

developmental challenges each day, which

•

Professional development

will stimulate their senses allowing for

•

Hands-on math and science

significant learning and growth.

•

Integrated theme

•

Weekly supply list

Whether your students are building a house

•

Weekly family newsletter

out of Mega Bloks ®, singing a song, or

•

Daily physical activity

listening to a story, they are focusing on

•

Daily music

literacy.

•

Daily art

•

Daily sensory motor integration

•

Detailed lesson plans

•

Graduated skill centers

•

Exceptional child

•

English language learner

•

Snack as teaching

encounter

new

physical

®

students will

and

Block 1

Block 3

Block 5

Block 7

All About Me
Letters A-K

Friends & Neighbors
Letters N-Q-V

Outer Space
Letters M-X

Celebrations & Imaginations
Letters D-E-H

Block 2

Block 4

Block 6

By Land, Air, or Sea
Letters R-S-T

Animals
Letters J-P-Z

Mother Goose & Make-Believe
Letters B-G
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Developmentally-appropriate, literacy
curriculum for 3 to 6 year olds:
- 10 building blocks (units) — 10 to 12 months
- Each unit is 3 to 4 weeks with 6 to 8 hours of
curriculum each day
- Based on scientific reading research/early childhood
standards
- Layered, sequenced, and integrated
- Moves the students from exposure to mastery
- Sensory motor integration
- Brain/skill development through the use of
manipulatives
- Literature rich, literacy based, but
comprehensive with art, music, sensory,
math, science, and motor skills

- Presents a gradual release of responsibility,
which moves the student from being a
dependent learner to an autonomous,
independent learner

Block 9
Snug as a Bug
Letters C-I-L

Block 8

Block 10

Under the Sea
Letters F-O-W

Fun in the Sun, Wind, & Rain
Letters U-Y

Flexibility: The Block Academy® allows for
a flexible schedule for all day and half day
programs. Teachers may use as little or as much
as they choose. There are enough resources and
activities incorporated in this curriculum to plan
for a 10 to 12 month program.
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- Comprehension building activities: reading
aloud, literacy workstations, and small
group applications stress phonemic
awareness and vocabulary building
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Curriculum Package
(Curriculum and materials listed below)

Part No: BA2600
Includes the following items: Organization Notebooks
for blocks 1-10, Literacy Cards, and Large Task Cards.
Call DEPCO, LLC for pricing.

Literacy Cards
Part No: 100500

• 19.75" x 13.75" laminated cards
• 36 card set includes: 26 Letter Cards and 10 Review
Cards

Organizational
Notebook
Tabbed and divided for each
week of the block. Each
block includes:
• Introduction: Lesson
plan schedule, goals,
and concepts of the
program.

• Each Letter Card includes: 5 fictional stories, 5
science facts, and vocabulary words

• Phonemic Explanation: Phonemic explanations for the
letters covered in each block.
• Newsletter: A family literacy component that includes
what the students will be learning and articles about
block play and literacy.
• Building Supply List: Each block includes supply lists
for all of the items needed.
• Lesson Plans: 6 to 8 hours for every day.
• Adaptations: Activity adaptations for students with
additional needs, advanced abilities, ELL, and other
disabilities.
• Literacy Blueprints: Optional worksheets that focus
on the literacy theme for each week.
• Portfolio Records: An embedded assessment that is
included with each unit.

• Each Review Card includes: 5 science-based stories
and vocabularies
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Story and Flannel Board Figures
These theme-based teaching tools are included with
each unit and relate to the stories found on The Block
Academy® Literacy Cards. The
different figures are used
in a variety of
activities in
each unit.

Mega Bloks®
Manipulatives
and More
Each unit
includes Mega
Bloks® Maxi
Blocks and
other items that
relate to the
monthly themes. The students will have fun playing and
learning—all at once!
*Mega Bloks® items are subject to availability.

The Block Academy provides the
teacher with additional items used
with fun and creative activities.
®

Large Task Cards

Part No: 200007
With Blocks
Part No: 200010
The Block Academy®
provides
8.5" x 11"
laminated
cards that
are designed specifically for literacy and block building
activities.

Part No: 200008
This 4-color, laminated
poster is 20" x 47".
This poster leads you and
the students in movement as
you sing a song to learn the
alphabet. The appropriate
sign language for each
letter is taught. It also
incorporates sign language
for an animal whose name
starts with each letter of
the alphabet. This activity
is integrated into the
curriculum. Also, this poster
may be purchased separately and used without the
curriculum.
Many of these items may be purchased separately and used
without the curriculum.
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Coloring Pages, Games,
Stickers

Phonics Song
Poster
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Block 1: All About Me

Senses and the Body
Literacy Focus: A, K, A-K Review
Characters: Abby Alligator, Kate Kitten
Part No:
BA1010

Block 2: By Land, Air, or Sea

Transportation
Literacy Focus: R, S, T, R-S-T Review
Characters: Ruby Rhino, Sammy Sea Lion, Ty Tiger
Part No:
BA1020

Block 3: Friends and Neighbors

Community Helpers and Family Life
Literacy Focus: N, Q, V, N-Q-V Review
Characters: Nate Nabarlek, Queenie Quail, Vanessa Vole
Part No: BA1030
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Block 4: Animals

Wildlife
Literacy Focus: J, P, Z, J-P-Z Review
Characters: Jazzy Jaguar, Paco Porcupine, Zoë Zebra
Part No:
BA1040

Brain Building Activity: Ahoy! Boat Ahead
(Concepts: empty, full, capacity, counting)
- Place foil or a piece of blue material on the floor to
represent a body of water.

- Remove the roof of the Mega Bloks® Pooh Houseboat
and float it over the water to pick up a few blocks.
- Count the blocks as you put them in the boat. You
may also focus on naming the different colored
blocks.
- Cruise the boat to the other end and drop them
off.
- Note: You may also
substitute a tub of water
for the fabric to float the
boat across and add a
sensory experience!
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- Place a pile of building blocks at one end of the water.
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Block 5: Outer Space

Stars, Moon, and the Solar System
Literacy Focus: M, X, M-X Review
Characters: Missy Monkey, Max Extraterrestrial
Part No: BA1050

Brain Building: Ollie Octopus
You will need ribbon and building blocks.

Demonstrate how to make an octopus using ribbon and
blocks. Instruct the students to:
- Place four 6 in. pieces of ribbon across a block.
- Attach a second block on top, sandwiching the ribbon
between the blocks.
- Create stories using the homemade Ollie as a character.

Skill Building: How long is a whale?
- Announce that the ball of twine in your hand is the
same size as the largest mammal in the ocean, a
blue whale.
- Lead the students to an area that is 100 ft long,
and then instruct them to pull the twine until
they reach the end.
- Expand with predictions: How many students
would it take to make a blue whale? How many
blocks? Could a blue whale fit in your car? Your
house?
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Block 6: Mother Goose and Make-Believe
Fairy Tales
Literacy Focus: B, G, B-G Review
Characters: Barclay Bear, Goldie Goose

Part No: BA1060

Block 7: Celebrations and Imaginations

Colors, Festivals, and Holidays
Literacy Focus: D, E, H, D-E-H Review
Characters: Dominic Dinosaur, Electra Elephant, Holly Hippo
Part No: BA1070

Ocean Life
Literacy Focus: F, O, W, F-O-W Review
Characters: Farley Fish, Ollie Octopus, Wyatt Whale
Part No: BA1080
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Block 8: Under the Sea
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Block 9: Snug as a Bug

Insects		
Literacy Focus: C, I, L, C-I-L Review
Characters: Coco Caterpillar, Iggy Iguana, Lily Ladybug
Part No: BA1090

Block 10: Fun in the Sun, Wind, and Rain
Seasons and Weather
Literacy Focus: U, Y, U-Y Review
Characters: Upton Umbrella Cockatoo, Yancy Yorkie

Part No: BA1100
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Flip-to-Fit Chair

Adjustable Student
Computer Desk

This dual-height, flippable chair has
handles that make it easy to flip from
a seat height of 6.25" to 10" in order
to accomodate students of different
ages and sizes.

This rugged center easily rolls on 4 locking
casters, so you can set up a computer
station anywhere in the classroom.
Desktop height is adjustable from

13.75"d x 13.5"w x 15"h

23" to 28".

Part No: ECF1030

Part No: ECF1070
desk (25"d x 29"w x 30-35"h)
Part No: ECF1075
optional CPU cabinet

Activity Chair

These curved activity chairs feature
a wide base for stability and a curved
ergonomic design making them safe
and comfortable for kids. 8" seat
height.
13.75"d x 13.5"w x 17"h
Part No: ECF1035

Part No: ECF1080
Part No: ECF1085
Part No: ECF1090
Part No: ECF1095

One-Sided Book
Center

Student Chairs

Comfortable polypropylene seats featuring ergonomic contours, nylon leg
tips to prevent slipping, and a convenient stackable design.
Part No: ECF1040
Part No: ECF1045
Part No: ECF1050
Part No: ECF1055
Part No: ECF1060
Part No: ECF1065

4 seats
6 seats
8 seats
seat only

7-1/2" chair
9-1/2" chair
11-1/2" chair
13-1/2" chair
15-1/2" chair
17-1/2" teacher’s chair

This four shelf book display puts
books at an accessible height
for students and makes it easy
for them to help themselves to
a book.
15.5"d x 36"w x 30"h
Part No: ECF1100
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One piece of furniture allows effective teaching of
up to 8 students. This durable table with built-in,
sturdy molded plastic seats provides physical
control and comfort for each student. Seats are removable for easy cleaning.
Accommodates most students from 5-24 months up to 30 lbs. Adjustable
heights from 21" to 29".
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Complete Sectional
Storage Unit
The perfect storage package
for any room.
Part No: ECF1000

Sectional
Storage

The perfect open storage
unit for high quality
organization. A perfect
organizational solution
for the home schooling
parent or the classroom
teacher.
15"d x 48"w x 36"h

Sectional Storage
with Storage Bins

Made to solve even the
most difficult organizational
challenges, this 20 tray,
single unit puts it all away.
15"d x 48.5"w x 36"h
Part No: ECF1015-A
shelf with bins
Part No: ECF1015-B
bin only (13.5"d x 11"w x 5.24"h)

Part No: ECF1005

Outside Corner Sectional
Storage
Sturdy laminate construction. 90
degree outside corner shelf for
display or storage.
15"d x 15"w x 36"h
Part No: ECF1020

School Lockers

These lockers provide a fun and easy way for
students to store their belongings while at
school. They feature an upper shelf, coat and
backpack hook, a lower cubbie for shoes or
boots, and a ledge for sitting to aid students in
putting on footwear.
Part No: ECF1025-A
Part No: ECF1025-B

5-section lockers (17.75"d x 48"w x50.5"h)
corner locker (23.75"d x 23.75"w x 50.5"h)

Inside Corner
Sectional Storage

This corner storage unit is
made of sturdy laminate
construction. Now students
enjoy being sent to the corner!
29.75"d x 29.75"w x 36"h
Part No: ECF1010
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Teacher’s Desk

Rolling Storage Cabinet
A high quality storage
solution made simple with
rolling casters and two
lockable doors. This cabinet
was designed specifically
for The Block Academy®.
28.75"d x 44.25"w x 65"h
Part No: BA3010

A teacher’s work station featuring a storage drawer, file drawer, and one
door cabinet providing ample storage space.
54"d x 80"w x 29"h
Part No: Model 350

Rectangular Adjustable Table
Bookshelf

A perfect place to store or display just
about anything with multiple heights and
shelf configurations to suit the needs of
any room. 13.25"d x 36"w
Part No: ECF1125-A 36" 3-shelf
Part No: ECF1125-B 48" 4-shelf
Part No: ECF1125-C 60" 5-shelf

Industrial strength table with adjustable legs to fit students
and teachers. Features easy-to-clean table top, soft vinyl
table edging, and nylon tips on the legs for a no-slip grip.
Adjustable heights from 21" to 30".
30" x 36" table
30" x 48" table
30" x 60" table
30" x 78" table

Wide File Cabinet

2-Door Bookcase

Bookcase with four fixed shelves and two door
storage compartment with one adjustable
shelf.
14"d x 37"w x 84"h
Part No: Model 346

3 ft wide file cabinet.
25"d x 39"w x 31"h

Part No: Model 342

4-Door Storage Cabinet
Binder Case

Adjustable dividers will store up to 50 1.5"
notebooks or 70 1" notebooks.
12"d x 50"w x 29.75"h
Part No: Model 340

Storage cabinet with four locking doors.
Cabinet includes one fixed shelf and four
adjustable shelves.
21"d x 37"w x 84"h
Part No: Model 344
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Part No: ECF1105
Part No: ECF1110
Part No: ECF1115
Part No: ECF1120
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Mega Bloks® Classroom Blocks

Mega Bloks® Manipulatives

Giant Learning Tub: $65.00 $24.00

Block Buddies HQ
Rescue: $30.00
$17.00

Part No:08875U | 1+ years
- 250 pieces of Maxi Blocks
- 123 Train and ABC Bus

Part No: 08056U
1+ years

- Storage Tub

- Buildable rescue station
- Fire figure, dog, police figure, helicopter, and accessories

Jungle Animals Giant Tub: $65.00 $35.00
Part No:08876U | 1+ years
- 250 pieces of Maxi Blocks
- Jungle trees,
accessories, animals,
and dinosaurs

Block Buddies Rescue:
$15.00 $2.00
Part No: S08037U | 1-5 years
- Firefighter, doctor
- Helicopter pilot, police officer

- Storage Tub

Maxi Blocks Giant Tub: $55.00 $27.00

Block Buddies Lil’ Dump Truck: $11.00
$6.00

Part No:08869V | 1+ years

Part No: 00412V | 1+ years

- 250 pieces of Maxi Blocks

- Build your own construction scene

- Primary colors

- Construction worker figure

- Storage Tub

- Dump truck with load of blocks

5000 Piece Micro Tub: $95.00 $49.00

Block Buddies Value Neighborhood Set:
$31.00 $18.00

Part No:01661U | 4+ years
- 5000 pieces of Micro Blocks
- 50 Learning Cards
- Storage Tub

Part No: 00576U
1+ years
- People and pet
figures
- Car, blocks, and
neighborhood accessories
- 60 pieces

Disney® Pooh Houseboat: $19.00 $10.00
Part No: 01145U
1+ years
- Floatable boat and cabin
with detachable roof
- Sail, steering wheel, and
lifesaver are detachable
- 15 Maxi Blocks and Pooh figure
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Lil’ Copter: $15.00
$6.00

Disney® Princess Bag: $40.00 $7.00

Part No: 00437V | 1+ years

- 60 pieces

- Pilot figure

- Cinderella and Ariel
figures, mirror block,
glass slipper block,
and flower block

- 15 Maxi Bloks to build a heliport

Block Buddies Recycling Truck: $15.00
$6.00

Part No: 08461U | 1+ years

- Maxi Blocks

Part No: 571 | 1+ years
- Recycling truck

Racing Bag: $45.00 $8.00

- Driver figure

Part No: 08473U | 1+ years

- 3 pieces

- 70 pieces

Disney® Build a Princess: $20.00 $7.00
Part No: 01161U | 1+ years
- 12 pieces
- Create your own princess scene

Block Buddies The Three Little Pigs: $20.00
$4.00
Part No: 00562U | 1+ years
- 12 pieces
- Four figures, buildings, melodies and
sounds

- Maxi Blocks

Disney® Pooh B-Day Party: $23.00 $9.00
Part No: 1118U | 1+ years
- Gazebo, merry go round, cake, and surprise
peek-a-boo Piglet
- Pooh and Tigger figures are wearing
birthday hats
- 17 pieces

Block Buddies My Treasure Hunt: $20.00
$7.00

- Batteries are required

Part No: 00564U
1-5 years

Wood Creations Farm: $26.00 $11.00
Part No: 110U | 2+ years

- Pirate figures, rowboat,
lantern, shark, palm tree,
octopus, and treasure chest

- 46 pieces

- 11 Maxi Blocks

- The set includes a windmill, 5
farm animals, tractor, trailer,
and silo, all of which can be
built and rebuilt in various
ways

Block Buddies Pets: $15.00
$2.00
Part No: S08042U | 1-5 years
- Cat, brother, sister, and dog
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- Snow White, Cinderella, and
Belle figures

- 2 mix n’ match cars, stoplight,
and racing flag

Additional DEPCO, LLC Products
Business, Marketing, and IT
Interactive Learning Labs and Curriculum for High Schools

Career Explorations
Career Concepts and Career Experiences: Interactive
Learning Labs and Curriculum for Middle Schools and High
Schools

Family and Consumer Sciences
Ready 4 Life: Interactive Learning Labs and Curriculum for
Middle Schools and High Schools

Manufacturing and Pre-Engineering
Manufacturing Processes Lab
Pre-Engineering Lab: Industrial Training with an
Engineering Focus

Science
Interactive Learning Labs and Curriculum for Middle
Schools and High Schools

Furniture
Lab: Series 300 | CAD/Drafting Workstation: Series 200
Module Storage Carts | PresentationStation™ | Early
Childhood | MEDinterors

Check out
The DEPCO, LLC
Web site for new products
and updates:
www.depcollc.com
Products and prices are subject to change without
notice. Call DEPCO, LLC at 800-767-1062 for more
information.

PO Box 178 | 3305 Airport Drive | Pittsburg, KS 66762
800-767-1062 | fax: 620-231-0024
sales@depcollc.com | www.depcollc.com

ClassPLUS™
Electronic Lab Management System

Professional Development
Science; Business, Marketing, and IT; Careers and
Technology; Family and Consumer Sciences; Early
Childhood; and IAP Instructor In-services; CAD

Early Childhood
Secret Codes—an innovative literacy curriculum for
Kindergarten

Industrial Automation and PreEngineering (IAP)
Skill-based, hands-on, interactive learning system that
promotes higher-level learning

DEPCO Studio
Online content delivery and classroom management system

